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NEW PARTICLE
July 2012 breaking news was from Science, from Physics 

New particle is discovered - Higgs Boson 

Results were announced at CERN with live webcast all over the world
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NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS FOR 2013

Rewarded for theoretical discovery of a mechanism contributing to our 
understanding of the origin of the mass 

Confirmed with the discovery of the new particle at CERN
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IT ALL STARTED IN 60’S
Approximately at the same time, in 1964, three papers were published 

Robert Brout and Francois Englert; 

Gerald Guralnik, Carl Hagen and Tom Kibble 

Peter Higgs 

Revolutionary papers in particle physics  

Explain origin of the mass 

Introduce symmetry breaking into particle physics 

Predict existence of another particle, named after one of the authors, Higgs boson (or BEH or BEGHKH) 

It is known as a “God Particle”, term is coming from Leon Lederman, should have been “Good damn 
particle”
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STANDARD MODEL

Standard Model describes matter and 
interactions 

It is determined with 18 parameters: 

all are measured with a high precision 

Higgs boson discovery is a highest peak 
of the SM
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STANDARD MODEL

Described with 18 parameters
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SHORTCOMINGS OF THE STANDARD MODEL

Naturalness, Hierarchy, and Fine 
Tuning 
Scale is energy level where certain 
physics becomes relevant

Electroweak – spontaneous 
symmetry breaking – 246 GeV

Planck - quantum gravity effects 
- ~1019 GeV

Higgs boson mass corrections are 
proportional to the Plank scale

Mass would be enormous without 
fine tuning
Or New Physics!

Dark matter

Coupling unification with strong 
interaction

CP symmetry breaking not enough to 
explain observed phenomena

Gravity

Fermion generation

…
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Why the  
difference  
is so big?



ROADMAP
Colliders
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BEYOND STANDARD MODEL PHYSICS

Standard model is completed with a Higgs boson discovery 

Higgs boson can be like the particle described by Standard Model, but 
it can come from another theory 

Traditionally, we look for Supersymmetry and everything else called 
exotics
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SUPERSYMMETRY
Symmetry between bosons and fermions 

Broken, otherwise we would find SUSY particles 

There are few breaking models 

Higgs sector contains 5 bosons  

Boson partners are mixed if they have the same electrical charge 

Charginos and Neutralinos 

Lot of models with large number of parameters 
 - MSSM has 105 parameters 

It solves many problems in SM
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SUPERSYMMETRY
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Many searches are interpreted in simplified models



EXTRA DIMENSIONS AND GRAVITY

Gravity is much weaker than other interactions 

It may loose its strength moving through more 
dimensions 

Many theories with extra dimensions: Arkani-
Hamed, Dimopoulos, Dvali; Randall, Sundrum; 
Universal Extra Dimensions… 

ADD: SM fields are on 3+1 dim brane, while 
gravity can freely move through other dimensions 

RS: gravity is on Planck brane, SM on its own, but 
only gravity can move between the two
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BSM HIGGS BOSON
It is Higgs boson in exotic state as well as exotic Higgs boson 

Graviton decay, or decay of another heavy particle to a 
pairs of SM Higgs bosons, appearance in SUSY cascades, 
Higgs boson together with a dark matter… 

Models including Higgs extension - 2HDM and more exotic 
models 

Pair production of the Higgs bosons can test new theories, 
but it is also important to test Higgs potential
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HIGGS BOSON PAIR PRODUCTION

Higgs potential after spontaneous symmetry breaking
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V(H) = λv2H2 + λvH3 + (1/4)λH4; M2
H = 2λv2

Trilinear self coupling Quartic self coupling

Production of the new resonance and decay to a pair of Higgs bosons



Higgs boson pair production in SM: 
40 fb - 1000x less than single one!

New physics will enhance non-resonant cross section
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HOW DO WE LOOK FOR INTERESTING EVENTS 



HH -> 4b
Most of the time Higgs boson decays to a pair of b-
quarks 

Two different analyses 

Resolved, you can clearly distinguish four b-jets 

Boosted, new resonance is heavy, Higgs bosons are 
boosted and their decay products are close by; two 
large radius jets are reconstructed (both contain two 
b-quarks)
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EVENT SELECTION
We can not record all events 

We use triggers to select interesting ones 

Four b-jets with large transverse momentum 

Select pairs in such a way they originate 
from SM Higgs boson (mH = 125 GeV) 

Veto background processes from tt production 

Search for excess in di-Higgs invariant mass 
distribution
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b-JET IDENTIFICATION
Crucial in many analyses, especially with a Higgs bosons 

B-hadron characteristics: 

Large mass ~5.2 GeV 

Long lifetime ~1.6 ps  
=> decay length ~few mm  
=> appearance of secondary vertices  
=> tracks are displaced because they originate from 
secondary vertex 
=> large impact parameter d0 

Possible semi-leptonic decays
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MACHINE LEARNING
Specific characteristics can be combined into multivariate 
technique => base of machine learning 

Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) very popular in the last > 10 
years 

Simplified, event is classified to signal or 
background leaf if it passes some selection criterion 

Neural networks 

Deep Learning - includes multiple hidden layers 

Recurrent Neural networks - it can process inputs in 
sequences
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BDT



b-JET IDENTIFICATION

Specific characteristics can be combined into 
multivariate technique 

Combinations of different techniques are used
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TRIGGERS
Two level trigger 

Level 1 - L1:  
-Hardware, Custom electronics to determine 
Regions of Interest (RoIs) in the detector based 
on coarse calorimeter and muon detector 
information 
- Rate reduction: 40 MHz → 100 kHz  
- Latency 2.5 µs   

High Level Trigger - HLT: 
- Software algorithms running on RoIs or full 
event information  
- Rate reduction: 100 kHz → 1 kHz (1.5 kHz peak)  
- Average latency 0.2 s 
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40 MHz

100 kHz
1 kHz



TRIGGERS

b-jet triggers use the same 
algorithms as in offline 
reconstruction 

since 2016 we use multivariate 
algorithms
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SELECTION EFFICIENCY
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Four b-jets  

Pair such that they correspond to 
Higgs boson decays 

Top pair production veto

Trigger efficiency with respect 
to the full selection



ANALYSIS
Background modeling is data-driven 

Use events with two b-tagged jets 
to model four b-jet QCD processes 

Sideband - to extract 2b→4b 
corrections for normalization and 
shape 

Control region - to validate a model 
and extract systematics 

Signal region - search for excess
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Signal

Control 
region

Sideband



REAL EVENT
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RESULT
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95% CL exclusion limits for SM non-resonant HH production, in units of the SM prediction for 
σ(pp→HH→bbbb)



COMBINATION
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SM INTERPRETATION
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BSM RESULTS
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